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Abstract 
For designing reliable and efficient communications networks, the problem of constructing 
a maximally connected -regular digraph (directed graph) with a small diameter is investigated. 
A maximally connected d-regular digraph with a diameter at most two larger than the lower 
bound for any number of nodes n > 2d and any d > 3 is constructed. Since the diameter of this 
digraph is quasiminimal (at most one larger than the lower bound) for n < d3 + d, we can 
construct maximally connected d-regular digraphs with a quasiminimal diameter for any 
n ( > d) and d, even for those cases not covered in previous papers. 
1. Introduction 
Two fundamental concerns in designing a communications network or a multi- 
processor network are the overall reliability and the maximum transmission delay. 
These can be respectively measured by the connectivity and the diameter of a graph 
representing the network [Z, 9, 12, 131. 
Several studies have treated the problem of constructing a maximally connected 
d-regular graph or digraph with a small diameter [l l-143. Nearly optimal solutions 
attaining a diameter of approximately twice the lower bound have been presented by 
Schumacher for undirected graphs [12] and by Sengupta et al. for directed graphs [133. 
This paper studies the problem of constructing a maximally connected d-regular 
&graph with a quasiminimal (at most one larger than the lower bound) diameter for 
any n ( > cl) and d. The justification of such a problem for digraphs can be found in our 
previous paper [14]. For d-regular digraphs G with n nodes, the lower bound of the 
diameter &(n, d) is given as 
D,(n, d) = [log,(n(d - 1) + d)l - 1, (I) 
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where 1 < d < n - 1 and rx] denotes the minimum integer not less than x [IS]. This 
equation can be easily derived from the Moore bound for digraphs and the non- 
existence of Moore digraphs other than for d = 1 and d = n - 1 [3]. 
Reddy et al. [l] proposed a method for constructing a maximally connected 
2-regular digraph D, with a quasiminimal diameter for any n by modifying the 
generalized de Bruijn digraph Ga(n, d) [S, 7,9, 111 with degree d =2. Furthermore, 
Soneoka et al. [ 141 proposed a maximally connected d-regular digraph with n nodes 
and a quasiminimal diameter for d 3 3 and any n > d3 by modifying GB(n, d). Du 
et al. [4], on the other hand, independently proposed a similar modification of 
consecutive-d igraphs, a more general class of digraphs including the generalized e 
Bruijn digraph and the generalized Kautz digraph [S]. (A similar general class of 
digraphs, c-circulant digraphs, can be found in [lo].) By their method, a maximally 
connected d-regular digraph with a quasiminimal diameter can be constructed for 
d > 2 if n is divided by A and n > d2. 
For any n < d3, however, we cannot obtain a unified method of constructing 
maximally connected d-regular digraphs only by replacing all self-loops in G,(n, d) by 
a cycle. This is because the connectivity of some Gg, for example GB(d2 - d, d), is less 
than d - 1. To construct maximally connected d-regular digraphs for any n < d3, 
another method is required. 
In this paper, such a digraph Gs(n, d) with a diameter at most two larger than the 
lower bound for any n > 2d and any d 3 3 is constructed by using an algorithm 
inspired by the algorithm of Sengupta et al. [13]. Let n be md + t (0 d t < d). First, 
a maximally edge-connected -regular digraph G$(m, d) with m ( 32) nodes and 
a quasiminimal diameter is constructed. Then, construct the line digraph of Gg(m, d), 
L(G,*), with md nodes, and connect t additional nodes to it. This yields the proposed 
digraph Gs(md + t, d) with a diameter not larger than rlog,m] + [t/d1 + 1, which is 
at most two larger than the lower bound D,(n, d). The diameter of this digraph 
D(Gs(n, d)) is quasiminimal for n 6 d3 + d because D(G,(n, d)) d 3 and &(n, d) = 2 
for 2d d n d d2 + d, and D(G,(n, d)) < 4 and D,(n, d) = 3 for dZ + d < n d d3 + d. 
We can therefore cover the cases which could not be covered by previous papers 
[4,8, 11, 141. Note that for n d 2d + 1, a maximally connected d-regular digraph with 
n nodes and a quasiminimal diameter can be easily constructed (for example, the 
digraph proposed in Cl]). 
The following section defines several digraph terms used in this paper. Section 
3 presents a method for constructing a maximally edge-connected -regular digraph 
G,*(m, d) with a quasiminimal diameter. Section 4 presents a maximally connected 
d-regular digraph G,(n,d) with a diameter at most two larger than the lower bound. 
2. Definitions 
Let G = (V, E) be a directed pseudograph where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of 
(directed) edges, which may contain a self-loop, an edge from a node to itself, and 
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mulhple edges, that is several edges from one node to another. A directed pseudograph 
not containing self-loops is called a directed multigraph. Hereafter, a directed pseudo- 
graph will be called a digraph for short. For a node z’, its out-degree (in-degree) is the 
number of edges which are incident out of (into) node L’ without counting self-loops. 
A digraph G is called d-regular if the out- and in-degrees of every node are equal to d. 
A walk p in G is an alternating sequence of nodes and edges, zjO, eO, c,. . . . , c’,_ ,, 
ei, Cc, . , eh, Q, where ei = (Vi- 1, Vi). ~‘0 and ck are respectively called the initial and the 
terminal node of p. The distance from a node u to a node r, denoted by dis(u. v), is the 
length of (the number of edges in) a shortest walk from u to U. For a node-subset 
W c I/ and a node c in V - W, dis(a, W) denotes min{dis(o, u)lu E W ), while 
dis( W, ti) denotes min{dis(u, v) 1 u E W $. The diameter of G, D(G), is the maximum 
distance between any pair of nodes. 
A digraph G is said to be strongly connected if there is a walk between every pair of 
distinct nodes. The connectiaity K(G) (edge-connecticity 3.(G)) of the digraph G is 
defined as the minimum number of nodes (resp. edges) whose removal results in 
a trivial or not strongly connected digraph. For a d-regular digraph G, 
A d-regular digraph G is called to be maximally connected if K(G) = d and maximal/J 
edge-connected if i(G) = d. 
If (u, 2;) is an edge, then u is called a predecessor of v; similarly, v is called a successor 
of u. For a node subset I/’ c I/, S(V’) is defined as the set of successors of V’, and 
P(V’) is defined as the set of predecessors of V’. Further, S’(V’) is defined as 
S(S’-‘(VI)) for t 3 1 and S’(V’) = V’, while P’(V’) is defined as P(P’-‘(V’)) for 
t 3 1 and P’(V’) = V’. In other words, S’(V’) is the set of nodes to which there is 
a t-length walk from some node u in V’, while P’(V’) is the set of nodes from which 
there is a r-length walk to some node u in V’. 
A matching is defined as a set of edges such that no two edges of it are adjacent. 
A digraph G = (V, E) is said to be a bipartite digraph G = (X, Y, E) if I/ = X u Y. 
X n Y = 0. and each edge in E joins a node of X and a node of Y. 
3. Construction method of Gi(m, d) 
This section presents the construction method of a maximally edge-connected d- 
regular digraph G,*(m, d) with a quasiminimal diameter. 
Construction method of Gi(m, d) 
Let GB(m, d) = (V, E) (m 3 2, d 3 2) be the generalized de Bruijn digraph, where 
V=jO,l,..., m-l)andE={(u,v)~vrud+a(modm),a=O,l,..., d-l}. 
For any v E V, the number of self-loops of v is Ld/m] or rd/ml, and at least two 
nodes (0 and m - 1) have r d/ml self-loops. Gg (m, d) is a directed multigraph construc- 
ted from G,(m, d) by removing all the self-loops and adding Ld/m J cycles, each 
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Fig. 1. G,(3,5) and GB(3,S). 
connecting every node, and another cycle that will connect the nodes originally with 
L d/m J + 1 self-loops. 
A directed multigraph Gz(3,5) constructed from GB(3, 5) is shown in Fig. 1 and 
a digraph G,*(12, 3) constructed from G,*(12,3) is shown in Fig. 2. 
The following theorem will be proved. 
Theorem 1. Gg(m, d) is a maximally edge-connected d-regular digraph with a diameter 
D(G,*) not larger than rlog,m] for m 3 2 and d 2 3. (Namely, dD’G,*)-l < m.) 
The following properties of G,(m, d) will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Property 1 (Imase et al. ES]). Let u be a node in G,(m, d) and D(G,) be the diameter of 
GB. If I/’ E S’-‘(u) and 1 d t < D(G,), then IS( = d.JV’j, and if V’ E P’-‘(v) 
and 1 < t < D(G,), then IP( = d.1 V’). 
Property 2 (Reddy et al. [ll]). The number of self-loops in Gs(m, d) is 
d + gcd(m, d - 1) - 1, where gcd(p, q) is the greatest common divisor for p and q. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is clearly valid that Gg is d-regular. Since the previous paper 
[7] showed that D(Gn(m, d)) = rlog,m], it is clear that D(G,*(n, d)) d rlog,m]. 
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Fig. 2. C&(12,3) and Gg(12,3) 
Let d = mp + q (p b 0 and 0 < q < m), Gi(m, d) = (V, E), Gi(m, m) = (V, E,), and 
Gg(m, q) = (V, E2), then E contains p multiple edges from u to v, where u and v are the 
nodes such that (u, v) E Et, and another edge from u’ to v’, where U’ and v’ are the 
nodes such that (u’, v’) E EZ. Thus, 
d 3 4GB*(m, 4) 3 p.A(G,*(m, m)) + A(G,*(m, q)). 
Since Gi(m, m) has an edge between any pair of nodes, and Gg(m, m) is obtained from 
Gi (m, m) by removing self-loops and adding a cycle connecting every node, it is valid 
that l,(G,*(m, m)) = m. Hence, to prove A(Gi(m, d)) = d, it is enough to show that 
i(G,*(m, 4)) = q. 
The following will prove A(G,*(m, d)) = d for d < m. Let Gi* be a digraph obtained 
from GB(m, d) by returning all the removed self-loops (retaining the added cycle as 
well). To prove A(G,*(m, d)) = d, it is enough to prove A(G,**) = d, because self-loops 
do not contribute to the value of edge-connectivity. Remark that Gg* also remains 
d-regular. For Gz* = (I/, E), let T c E be an arbitrary edge-cut of Gg*. The node set 
V can be partitioned into two disjoint non-empty sets Y and Y’ such that G,** - T 
contains no edges from Y to Y’ and every edge of T has initial node in Y and terminal 
node in Y’. Let Y, (Yi) be the set of the initial (terminal) nodes of the edges of T. 
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Fig. 3. Structure of digraph with edge cut T. 
Let K = maxyEY dis(y, Y,), K’ = maxy, E y, dis( YA, y’), Yi = {y E Y 1 dis(y, YCJ) = i} 
(l<iiK), and Yi=(y’~Y’jdis(Yd,y’)=i} (16idK’). Thus lY,l<lTj, 
IYdI~ITI,IYi+llddJYiJ(O~i~K-l),and(Y~+ll~d(Yi’I(Odi,<K’-l)(see 
Fig. 3). 
Denote D(G,**) as D, and remark that K + K’ + 1 < D. Since Gg* is d-regular, the 
number of edges from Y to Y’ is equal to that from Y’ to Y. Thus, K < K’ can be 
supposed without loss of generality. 
Case 1: K =O. 
This case indicates Y = Y,,, thus 16lYj6ITJ. Let T’=TnE’ and 
T” = T n E “, where E’ is the set of edges originally in GB and E” is the set of edges in 
the added cycle, then T = T ‘u T”. Let the subgraph of Gz*, (V, E’), be denoted by 
GL. For y E Y, let E’(y) = {(y, y’)Jy’ E Y’ and (y, y’) E E’}, and deg;(y) be the out- 
degree of y E Y in GA. Since G&n, d) has no multiple edge when m > d, 
ITI=lT’l+lT”I= 1 (E’(y)I+lT”I2 c (deg;(y)-(IY I-l))+lT”I. 
YEY YEY 
When I T “I = 0, Y contains every node with a self-loop or no node with a self-loop. 
Since there is not a node with two or more self-loops when d < m, from Property 2, the 
number of nodes with a self-loop is not less than d. If Y contains every node with 
a self-loop, ) Y I > d. From I T 1 3 I Y 1, this results in I T ) > d. If Y contains no node 
with a self-loop, since deg; (y) = d for any node y not having a self-loop, and ( T “I = 0, 
IT13 c (~egl,(~)-(lYl-1))=IYl(~-IYI+1). 
YEY 
FromldlYl<lTl,wegetJTl>d. 
When I T”I > 1, since degi (y) 3 d - 1, 
ITI2 c ~~~g’,(y)-_(l~I-~))+IT”l~lYl(d-IYO+1. 
YEY 
FromldJYJdlTI,wegetJTJ>d. 
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Case 2: K 3 1 (and therefore D > 3). 
Let y be a node of Y such that dis(y, Y,) = K, i.e., y E Y,. Since S(V’) E Y u Yh for 
any I/’ G Y, I YAI d I TI, and if y E Y, (k 3 l), then Sk(y) = Sk(y)n Y, 
(SK+l(y)n Y 1 = IS(SK(y))n Y) = IS(SK(y)n Y)n Y l 
= ISV(y)nY)I - IsV(y)n Y)n Yhl 
3 IWYy)n Y)l - I YAI 3 IsV(y)n Y)l - I Tl. 
Since ) SK(y) n Y I = dK in the subdigraph Gb of Gg* from Property 1, it is valid that 
ISK(y)n Y I 3 dK in Gz*. From this and Property 1, 
ISK+‘(y)nYJ3lS(SK(y)nY)I-ITI3dlSK(y)nYI-ITI~dK+‘-ITI 
Similarly, for K + 1 d t d D - 1, 
IS’(y)nYI = IS(S’-‘(y))nYl >(S(S’-‘(y)nY)nYI 
>IS(Szpl(y)nY)I-ITI >dlS’-‘(y)nYI-ITI. 
Thus 
/Yl~lSD-l(y)nYl~dD~l-lTldD~~~-l. 
On the other hand, 
JY(=(Yol+ f lYilGl7’l+ITl 5 di=l’ld~~~’ 
i=l i=l 
From (2) and (3), 
dK+ 1 -1 
ITI (j-1 ’ 
dD-1-K -1 
>dD-’ -IT\ d_, 
Thus, 
ITI 3 
(d -l)dD-’ 
dK+’ + dD-1-K -2’ 
In the case of K 2 2, from (4), D 3 K + K’ + 1 3 2K + 1, and d 3 3, 
ITI > (d-l)d2K (d - l)d4 d4 
’ dK+l +dK-22d3+dZ-2=d2+2d+2 
> d. 
In the case of K = 1 and D 3 4, from (4) and d 3 3, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
lTI>(d-I)d3 
’ 2d2 -2 
d3 >d 
=- 
2(d + 1) ’ 
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Hence, the proof of this theorem will be completed if the case of K = 1 and D = 3 can 
be shown. In this case, from K + K’ + 1 < D, K’ = 1. From (2). 
lYIBCP-lI/. 
Similar to the derivation of (5), 
(5) 
lY’13d2-lITJ. (6) 
On the other hand, let a = min, E r, ) T(y) 1, where T(y) = {y& E Yd 1 dis(y, yb) =2}. 
Thus16ad(Y6,(~ITJ.Let(al,... , c+,) (p = ( Y. I) be the degrees toward Yh of the 
nodes of YO, and let the number of paths of length 2 from any node of Y1 to any node 
of YG be 1. SinceC~=‘=,ai=lTI, weget 1<C~=‘=,Ei.d<lT’ld. By thedefinitionofa, 
IY,Idl/a~ITId/a.Fromthisand(YoIdITI, 
Let y be a node in Y1 such that I T(y) I = a. Since dis(y, y’) < D = 3 for any y’ E Y; , we 
get 1 Y;l d a.d. From this and I Yhl < 1 Tl, 
IY’l=lY~I+IY;IdlTl+a.d. (8) 
From (5)-(8), 
Thus, 1 T I 3 d2/4. From d 3 3, it is valid that I T I 2 d. 0 
That the diameter of G,*(m, d) is quasiminimal can be seen from (1). 
4. Construction method of G,(n, d) 
This section proposes a construction method of a maximally connected d-regular 
digraph Gs(n, d) with n = md + t (0 d t < d) nodes and a diameter not larger than 
rlog,ml + [t/d1 + 1. From(l), D(Gs(n, d)) is at most two larger than the lower bound, 
and especially for y1 < d3 + d, D(Gs(n, d)) is quasiminimal. 
First, the line digraph of G,*(m, d), L(Gi(m, d)), is constructed, which is a d-regular 
digraph with md nodes. Next, by adding t ( < d) nodes, we produce Gs(md + t, d). In 
the line digraph L(G) of a digraph G = (V, E), each node represents an edge of G, that 
is V&(G)) = {uvl(u, V) E E(G)}, and the node uv is adjacent to the node wz iff v = w 
(i.e., when the edge (u, v) is adjacent to the edge (w, z) in G) [6]. Fig. 4 shows a digraph 
G and its line digraph L(G). 
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Fig. 4. A digraph and its line digraph. 
Construction method of Gs(md + t, d) 
(i) t =0: 
Gs(md, d) = L(Gi(m, d)). 
(ii) 1 d t < d: 
Choose an arbitrary node u of Gi (m, d). In Gs(md, d) = (I/‘, E’), let X be the set of 
nodes corresponding to the in-edges of u, and Y be that corresponding to the 
out-edges of U. Since G,* is d-regular, 1 X ) = 1 Y 1 = d, let X = {x0, xi, . . . , xd_ 1) and 
Y = { y,, y,, . . , yd_ 1}. From the construction method of the line digraph, E’ contains 
an edge from any node in X to any node in Y, let A4 = ((x, y) 1 Vx E X, Vy E Y ). 
Gs(md + t, d) = (V”, E”) is constructed by adding t nodes W = {wo, wl, . . , wf_ 1 1 
to Gs(md, d) = (V’, E’) as follows: 
I/” = V’u w, 
f-l r-1 
E”=E’U{(Wi,Wj)li#j}u u {( X,WiL(Wi,Y)IXEXi,YE yi} - l,_j Mi, 
i=O i=O 
where 
Mi={(xi+,,yi+q)(q-i+p (modd-t+l),p=O,l,...,d--t,O<qdd-t}, 
(9) 
Xi={Xi,Xi+l,...,Xi+d-r} and Yi={yi,Yi+l,...,Yi+d--f), 
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Fig.5 Mi(i=O,l ,._,, t_l)ford=6andt=4. 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1 (t < d). (Note that Xi and Yi are, respectively, the initial and the 
terminal node sets of Mi.) 
Fig.5showsMi(i=0,1,...,t-l)ford=6andt=4. 
Before proving the diameter and the connectivity of G,(md, + t, d), the properties of 
the line digraph L(G) and of Mi will be prepared. 
Property 3 (Fiol et al. [6]). Given a maximally edge-connected d-regular (d > 1) 
digraph G with m nodes, its line digraph L(G) is a d-regular digraph with 
(a) m . d nodes, 
(b) D(L(G)) = D(G) + 1, and 
(c) rc(L(G)) = i(G) = d. 
Property 4. (a) Mi is a matching of the bipartite digraph H = (X, Y, M). 
(b) MinMj ~8 (i #j). 
(c) IUi.rXiI=IUi.rYil~d-t+)I) foranyZs{O,l,...,t-1). 
Proof. (a) is clearly valid. We will prove Min Mj = 8 (i # j). Assume that 
(x~+~,Y~+JE Mi is coincident with (xj+r, yj+s)E Mj, that is i + p =j + r and 
i+q=j+s.Theseequalities,q~i+p(modd-t+l),ands~j+r(modd-t+l) 
contradict i # j. Hence, (b) is valid. Next, we will prove (c). From the definition, 
JX~~~JY~~~d~t+l~ForanyI~{0,1,...,t-l},letI’beZ-{j} wherejis 
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a maximum element of I. Since the element of Xj with a maximum suffix, Xj+d-t, is not 
containedinUi.,.Xi,I(Ui.,,Xi)vXj( > IUiEIzXi( +l.Similarly,I(lJiEI.Yi)~Y,iI >, 
1 Uit,, Yi 1 + 1. Thus, we can derive the inequality of (c). q 
We now show the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Gs(md + t, d) (0 < t < d) is a maximally connected d-regular digrapk bcith 
a diameter D(Gs(md + t, d)) not larger than rlog,ml + rt/dl + 1. 
Proof. From the construction of G,(md + t, d) and Property 4(b), it is clear that 
Gs(md + t, d) is d-regular. When t =O, from Property 3 and Theorem 1, we get 
D(Gs(md, d)) = D(G,*(m, d)) f 1 d rlog,ml + 1 and K(Gs(md, d)) = i(Gi(m, d)) = d. 
Next we will consider the case t > 0. First, since D(G,(md, d)) d rlog,ml + 1, we 
will show that D(Gs(md + t, d)) d D(Gs(md, d)) + 1, and next k-(Gs(md + t, d)) = d. 
Denote G,(md, d) by Gs = (V’, E’), Gs(md + t, d) by Gi = (I”‘, E”), and U:Z:, Mi by 
M*. Note that V” = V’u W. 
(1) First we prove that D(G[) < D(GH) + 1. Consider any two nodes u and z’ in I/‘. 
Let p be the shortest walk from u to u in G$. When p does not contain an edge of My, 
the walk length in Gs’ remains equal to the length of p. When p contains only one edge 
of M*. the walk length in Gs’ increases from the length of p by 1. That more than one 
edge of M* are contained in p is impossible since p is a shortest walk and G& is a line 
digraph. Hence, the distance between any two nodes in I/’ in Gi is not larger than 
D(G;) + 1. 
The distance between any Wi and lvj is 1. The length of the walk from any u E T/’ to 
any Il‘i E W will be considered. Let 2: be a predecessor of \vi in I” and p be the shortest 
walk from u to r in Cl. If p is the same as that in G$, then there is a walk from u to u‘~ 
not larger than D(G&) + 1. Otherwise, the walk p goes through some Wj. Hence, there 
is a walk U, . . . ,\qj, Wi, whose length is not larger than D(Gk). Similar is the case 
from any \ci to any u E I” by considering a successor of Eli. Consequently, 
D(G;) < D(G$) + 1. 
(2) Next we prove that rc(Gl) = d. To prove K(G&‘) = d, it will be shown that even if 
any d - 1 nodes are removed from G&‘, there exists a walk from any remaining node 
u to any remaining node n. Let F be the removed d - 1 nodes. Denote F n I/’ by 
Fv and FnW by Fw, and let I Fv I be s and 1 Fwl be k. Then F = FV u Fw and 
s+k=d-1. 
First, the case of u E I” and c E I” - Y will be considered. Since K(G~) = d, there 
are d disjoint walks from u to 2’ in G$. From this, ( FvI = s, and d - s = k + 1, there 
exist at least k f 1 disjoint walks pi, . . , pk+ 1, from u to u in Gs - Fv. When there is 
a pi which does not go through any edge of M*, pi remains a walk from u to L’ in 
G;-FV-Fw. 
In the other case, every pi goes through some edge of M*. Let P be the set of first 
nodes of X which occurred in these disjoint walks pl, . , pn+ , , . , and Q be the set of 
last nodes of Y which occurred in pl,. . . . pk+ 1,. If GH contains an edge from 
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some p E P to some q E Q which is not contained in M*, there is a walk 
U, . ..) p, q, . , v in G[ - Fv - Fw. Otherwise, let p be a node in P, G$ contains edges 
from p to every q E Q, which are contained in M *. Since the out-edges of p are not 
contained in the same Mi in G& from Property 4(a), there are walks from p to every 
q E Q which go through distinct nodes of W in Gs’. Since v$ Y, 1 Q 1 = ) (pi} 1 > k + 1. 
Thus, the number of these walks in Gs’ is at least k + 1. From ) Fw 1 = k, there is a walk 
from p to some q E Q via some Wi E W - Fw in Gs’ - Fv - Fw. Consequently, there is 
awalku )...) p,wi,q )..., vinG$-F. 
Next, the case of v E Y will be considered. In this case, the set of predecessors of v in 
Gs is X. Since 1X I = d and the in-edges of v are not contained in the same Mi in 
Gs from Property 4(a), there are d disjoint walks from every node in X to v in Gs’. 
From this and IF) = d - 1, v is reachable from some node v’ E X in G{ - F. It is clear 
that v’ E V’ - Y. Since it was proved that there is a walk from any remaining u E V’ to 
any remaining IJ’ E V’ - Y in Gl - F, there is a walk u, . . . , v’, . . . , v in Gs’ - F. 
Since there is an edge from Wi to Wj for all i,j, i # j, the proof of this theorem will be 
completed if it can be shown that there is a walk between any u E V’ - Fv and any 
wi E W - Fw in Gl - F. First, a walk from u to Wi will be shown. Let I be 
{ jl Wj E W - F,}, from Property 4(c), 
lP(W-Fw)nV’I= U Xj >d-t+lIl. 
I i j,l 
From)ZI=IW-F~)=IWI-IFwI=t-kands+k=d-1,wegetIP(W-F,)nV’I 
3 d - t + III = d - k = s +l. From this and lFvl = s, IP(W - F,)n(V’ - Fv)I 3 
IP(W-Fw)nV’j-IFv13 1. Namely, thereis an edge from some VEV’-F~ to 
some wI E W - Fw in Gs’ - F. Since there is an edge from wr to Wi, and it was proved 
that there is a walk between any two nodes in V’ - Fv in G&’ - F, there is a walk 
U, . . . , V, WI, Wi in Cl - F. The case from any Wi E W - Fw to any u E V’ - Fv is 
similar. 0 
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